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A bird crashed with a bloody smack into the picture window overlooking the lake, 

startling Brian into knocking his coffee cup off the desk. The mug shattered against the floor. 

Another bird followed, smashing headfirst into the window, exploding in a puff of feathers and 

blood. A third, flying full speed, slammed against the window and fell to the deck.  

After a stunned moment, Brian stood up, backed away from the desk, sidestepping the 

scattered shards of the cup. He tiptoed over the coffee seeping into the white throw rug covering 

the office floor, like an oil spill on a pristine beach, and started towards the window. The 

spreading stain triggered a memory, stopping him short. A shouting match about the rug with his 

wife. Angry words about priorities and permission echoed out from the past. How irate she’d be 

to see him ignoring the mess at his feet.  

He stared at the rug as his attention drifted backwards, his body tense. What was she 

thinking, $24,000 for an office rug? We wasted so much. I should burn it in the firepit, he 

thought but the fumes of the synthetic fibers would probably give me cancer. He considered 

cleaning up the coffee mess but couldn’t afford the distraction. Time was short; he was up early 

for a few hours of quiet work before he needed to take care of the kids. Regret tugged at him.  

The sharp crack of another bird hitting the window broke his trance. He turned to see a 

small red smear running down the glass in a single tear. Pulled away from the past, he walked to 

the window, pressed his hand against it, cold tingling his fingertips.  

He scanned the tree line running down to the lake. Outside, gray morning light fell on 

leafless, empty trees. In better times, the view from the office was spectacular, but now he only 

saw birds, flying in angry, dark swarms over the lake. Silence. 

Bird corpses littered the deck outside the window. A robin twitched, the last of its life 

leaching out. A house sparrow’s body, shattered by impact, was nearly unrecognizable as a bird. 

Brian stumbled backwards as three more birds hit simultaneously with sharp cracks.  

His scalp itched with tension. This felt personal, like the birds were targeting him, aiming 

their sharp beaks at his soft middle to burrow deep into his guts. He feared the birds would keep 



throwing their bodies at the window, like a zombie horde at the barricades, pressing forward 

until the gates fell.  

Tremors wracked his body and he longed to be outside in the open air. He calmed himself 

with three deep breaths. His hands steadied.  

“I can’t leave the bodies,” he thought. “it’s disrespectful, but I must wait until this is 

over.” 

Brian knew it wouldn’t take long; the other die-offs took about six hours. During die-offs, 

the animals came in waves, stampeding into open spaces, before dying in clusters, bodies twisted 

together. Last week, it was rabbits and squirrels, wobbling out of the brush and falling out of 

trees, shivering and twitching before a final spasm. Three weeks before, fish thrashed to the 

lake’s surface before dying, leaving an awful stench for days.  

If the birds were like the others, most would die in the first wave. But some would linger. 

For days, lone rabbits and squirrels staggered into the yard, as if looking for an explanation, 

before collapsing. Brian stopped cleaning up after the third day; the back lawn was still littered 

with corpses, stiff and clenched, like tight fists.  

Clusters of birds continued banging into the window. His thoughts spun.  

The windows won’t break, he reassured himself. The burly salesman insisted that the 

bulletproof, shatterproof, fire-resistant, floor-to-ceiling windows would stop anything short of a 

nuclear blast. For what they cost, Brian assumed that also included kamikaze birds.  

Brian hadn’t wanted to spend so much on a vacation home, especially not a survivalist 

cabin, but his father-in-law half-convinced him that the disturbances wouldn’t stay in the cities 

forever. The cranky windbag’s talk of impending Armageddon seemed like nonsense at the time; 

there was too much life left and business to do to mind the conspiracies and distant rumblings 

driving old men crazy then.  

But the pompous blowhard was right in the end. Well, none of the old man’s red-faced 

predictions came true—ludicrous now, considering how things really came apart—but they had 

needed an escape all the same.  

It wasn’t supposed to be this way. The house was really Sophie’s idea; she saw it as a 

networking opportunity, not a doomsday sanctuary, despite her father’s rantings. Many important 

C-suite types at the country club bought into the development and she wanted to be among them. 



“It will be a wonderful place to entertain,” she said. “Imagine taking up partners, 

potential clients, for the weekend. It will be a real showpiece for us.”   

And she was right too. A luxury survivalist cabin, complete with a six-month ration 

supply in a fireproof locker under the deck and an array of solar batteries, had been a good career 

investment. Clients loved the wine cave, infinity pool, and vintage arcade game-room. Brian 

closed many lucrative deals with a handshake and a scotch around the lakeside fire pit.  

Those fireside deals were history now but the cabin served its purpose as a safe haven 

when the collapse started. The kids, clinging to their lives in town, hadn’t want to come at first: 

Pete complained the internet sucked and Sarah whined about mosquitos, but that changed after 

the virus killed their grandfather and a militia firebombed the hospital.  

Like their parents, the kids felt the madness spreading in the city and they climbed into 

the car without complaint on that last trip up. Now, insanity had taken over and there was no 

leaving. Brian didn’t care who started it, or why, but someone needed to take control and get 

business restarted. He was desperate to get back to work, to get back to normal, to recapture the 

comfort and safety of their former lives.  

But it wasn’t panning out that way. Instead, birds were dive bombing the house and dead 

bodies littered the yard.  

So many birds were hitting the house now, not just the windows, that the walls vibrated. 

It was like sitting inside a bass drum being pounded by an angry teenager.  They must be drawn 

by the heat and lights, he thought.  

Unable to watch anymore, he returned to work. To drown out the bird’s thuds, he found 

his noise cancelling headphones, spiked the volume, and closed the blinds. Thankfully, the solar 

batteries had also worked as promised and his computer was still usable.  

Today, he was finishing a draft ‘Strategic Insights’ newsletter about the firm’s stance on 

restarting business after things returned to normal. The language about the firm’s condolences 

for lost loved ones felt balanced—acknowledge pain but don’t dwell on the gloomy bits. That 

would dampen M&A appetite—and now he needed the right words about finding opportunity in 

tragedy. It was work he could bury himself in. 

He read his last paragraph aloud: 

 



There are upsides to the recent headwinds. Capital rich buyers will find distressed assets 

at significant price premiums as markets return but talent acquisition and consumer 

demand remain as ongoing strategic concerns. Successful firms will need to focus on 

automation and digital transformation to… 

 

The phrasing still felt off, but the comms team would fix it when he could get it to them. 

Losing himself, he worked on the draft for several hours. He reread what he had written. Bob in 

Minneapolis would need to check the transportation section after the grid was back up, but that 

could wait. A few tweaks and the draft was ready to send. 

He reached under his desk, turned the wifi router on and off and back on, hoping that 

rebooting would catch a connection. The unit flashed red. The internet had been down for weeks, 

but Brian retried the connection every day, in the hopes that someone, somewhere had fixed it. In 

the meanwhile, he drafted emails and newsletters to send when connection was finally 

reestablished. 

Clicking the send button, the same daily message flashed: no internet, check your 

connections. He hit the ‘try again’ button a dozen times before giving up. Today, the futility of it 

broke free from his chest and he exploded in a rage. Screaming, he slammed the keyboard on the 

desk, over and over until the keys flew off. Energized by animal frustration, he heaved the heavy 

monitor off the desk, tangling himself up in cords. He fell to floor and screamed an animal howl, 

anguish coursing through his body. He curled into a ball and sobbed.  

When he was fully spent, he noticed the thumping of birds had died down. The die-off 

must just be about over. Looking at the mess he had made, the shattered parts strewn about, he 

realized that the computer was broken beyond repair. He’d have to find Sophie’s laptop if he 

wanted to try getting online again.  

But maybe he wouldn’t bother. As maddening as it was, there had been an upside to 

losing the internet. Before the grid crashed, the kids stayed in their rooms, buried online. Brian 

and Sophie rarely saw the children in those early days of retreat. Their inability to explain what 

was happening to the world created an awkward tension that the children avoided with video 

games and memes. Not that Brian and Sophie were much different; they too hid behind screens 

in the beginning. Sophie worked nonstop, revising financial forecasts almost hourly as the news 



got worse, and Brian researched distressed acquisition targets, alone all day in his office, 

headphones strapped on. 

But a month ago, after flickering for several days, the internet finally disappeared. The 

kids emerged from their rooms, bleary-eyed and grumpy like addicts coming off a binge, and 

asked Brian to fix it. Nothing worked. Sophie had spent days dialing and redialing the cable 

company’s main line but eventually she gave up.  

It took a week to adjust to life without the internet, but slowly the family came together. 

Sophie organized an Uno tournament- who knew Pete was such a cutthroat card player- and 

Brian cleared out the fire pit for nightly campfires. Each night, he and Sophie shared a bottle of 

red wine, pretending not to notice Sarah sneaking small sips, as the kids told stories about friends 

they missed. They shared chocolate bars and bags of hard candy. 

Those nights felt safe and worry-free, despite everything happening on the other side of 

the mountains. It was the first time Brian remembered being truly free and happy with his family. 

Lying on his office floor, he began to cry again.  

The night the horizon exploded—ten days ago maybe, his sense of time was slipping—

was the best night they shared. Pete helped him gather firewood, big armloads of sticks from 

around the yard, and they had a roaring fire going. The girls brought out a pan of brownies, and 

Sarah showed off a new dance routine. A sly look Brian hadn’t seen since college crossed 

Sophie’s face. Then the color of the night changed.  

Sophie saw it first. Look, she said, pointing to the west. An orange light silhouetted the 

mountain range. That’s got to be coming from Springfield, Sophie murmured. The orange glow 

seeped upward, spreading like a fragile bubble, towards a starless sky. Sophie grabbed Brian’s 

hand and squeezed.  

“What is that,” she whispered, her fear obvious. 

“Oh my god Mom chill, it’s just a giant pimple on Katie Policki’s forehead, ” Sarah 

squealed. “If she doesn’t take care of it’s going to pop all over the mountains.” 

Pete choked on a brownie, spitting out chunks as he laughed.  

“No wait, it’s a school lasagna that someone left in the oven too long and now it is alive,” 

Pete said through laughter. That broke the tension and they all joined in. 

“No, no, it’s a water balloon that someone left on the faucet, filling up for the last three 

months,” Brian added. Even Sophie chimed in with comic possibilities for the orange haze. They 



made jokes for an hour, prodding each other on to sillier extremes, until the sky returned to 

black, and then they thought no more of it. Entertained for the night, Brian and Sophie sent the 

kids to bed.  

In bed later, a hopeful hand on Sophie’s hip, Brian contemplated the disaster on the 

horizon. Whatever it was, it wouldn’t reach them. Even if there was a catastrophe in Springfield, 

no one could get here from there. The Buckley boys had destroyed the river bridge, the only road 

into the enclave, to keep out the virus. Newcomers never appeared after that. Anyone escaping 

the cities in the west would need to hike over mountains and swim across the lake to get to the 

enclave, only to face bunkers fully stocked with arms and ammunition. A hundred square miles 

of national forest buffeted the enclave on three sides. It was truly an island, protected from the 

calamities befalling the outside world. Brian slept deeply that night.  

No more. He slept fitfully since Sophie and the kids died three days ago. It was the same 

with them as it was with the other animals. Agitated mania, followed by a mad dash into an open 

space. The three of them thrashing in a pile of arms, legs, and horrified screams in the backyard 

while Brian watched them die. Sarah first, then Pete, Sophie.  

Brian willed himself off the office floor. It was time. He avoided the inevitable too long. 

The internet wasn’t coming back, business was over, his family gone, this house ridiculous. 

Safety an illusion. His tremors and cramps worsening. It was all over.  

He went downstairs on heavy legs, poured himself a large scotch from the most 

expensive bottle in his collection and walked outside. Thin ribbons of pale smoke wound 

seductively around the trees. A few birds circled above erratically. Brian’s eyes stung as he 

walked to the fire pit. He picked up the chairs, arranged them in a circle in their usual way and 

went to his family.  

They lie entwined near the pool. Sara, her face contorted from the suffering of her final 

hours; Pete, so small and light for a ten-year-old; Sophie, her arms clutching the children. Brian 

dragged each to their chair—Pete’s always too close to the fire—pulling and bending them as 

much as he could to get them comfortable.  

When they were all in their garish, horrifying positions Brian sat down.  

“Show me your new dance again,” he said to Sarah. “You looked so beautiful the last 

time.” 

He took a long pull of scotch and waited for disaster to finally reach him.   



 

 

 


